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VERITAS
Veritas is a versatile, decorative resin panel that can be

customised to suit any environment, style or colour scherne. It

is more durable than acrylic, and offers limitless possibilities for

retail units, restaurants, offices and hotels, plus domestic projects

where it can be used creatively for walls, kitchen cupboards,

bedroom furniture, bathrooms and shower doors. Veritas, which

is recyclable, comes in a group of 20 stock patterns or can be

customised with any digital image.

Veritas

www.veritas-uk.net

ANTRON
Cartography is a range from Mannington Commercial that is

inspired by nature and utilises the attributes of Invista's Antron

carpet fibre to deliver designs that look good for a long time.

Three designs - Landmark. Provenance and Terrain - comprise

the collection, blending sophisticated style with the performance

of solution-dyed Antron Lumena carpet fibre and the recycled

content of the Infinity RE backing system. With a palette of

sixteen geographically inspired tones, ranging from beach and

vicinity to realm and mainland, Cartography's patterns interplay

to create three distinct entities linked by colour, meaning that

shade can remain while style changes from area to area.
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Antron Carpet Fibre

www.antron.eu

DESTILAT
Grandma is a side table, a mirrored cube with

a number of diverse facets - at the push of

a button the past can be relived. Grandma is

an ironic commentary, a loving reminder of

tea and burnt cake at grandma's place. Lace

is juxtaposed with contemporary glass and

the irony becomes apparent when the light is

switched on and the pattern appears. Grandma

is part of a range of mirrored cubes with the

same feature, which are composed of mitre cut,

precisely joined, mirrored glass tabletops. The

construction and surfaces are stark with the

cut-out ornament only visible when the light

goes on.

Destilat

www.destilat.at


